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The High Performance Learning (HPL) philosophy sees all students as potential high 

performers who are not limited by ability. The Advanced Cognitive Performance 

Characteristics (ACPs – how our students learn) and the Values, Attitudes and Attributes 

(VAAs - how our students behave) drive Teaching and Learning across both Primary and 

Secondary phases in all subjects. This philosophy ensures are students are advanced 

performers, enterprising learners, intellectually and socially confident with a global outlook 

and a concern for others. The wonderful examples below showcase our HPL vision in action.  
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Following two years of engagement in the HPL Award 

Scheme, Caroline Chisholm School has been successful in 

accreditation and is now awarded the status of HPL World 

Class School! 

‘This is in recognition of your having met the exacting HPL Award Standards and demonstrated 

a world class quality of education throughout the school. Your Peer Assessor was particularly 

impressed with the whole school strategy, how the students are modelling HPL in, and out, of 

the classroom and the whole school commitment to the HPL philosophy.’ -- Simon O’Grady – 

Chief Executive Officer, High Performance Learning. 

To be accredited, the school had to provide evidence that it was performing highly over a 

range of criteria and submitted a substantial portfolio of evidence that was assessed at an 

accreditation inspection on 11 November 2021.  

Our accreditor said of his visit to the school, ‘The HPL journey at Caroline Chisholm School 

has been well considered, well planned, and expertly delivered. The outstanding evidence from 

the portfolio, and the accreditation day, show a school that is world class. However, it was the 

students that made this such a remarkable and joyous visit. They are exceptional, and are 

wonderful, honest, and reflective ambassadors for their school, and the impact HPL has had on 

their learning and outlook. This is a “World Class” school that is keen to progress further. In 

fact, I think it is a ‘wow’ school that could be a real beacon for how HPL can impact on learning 

in an Academy.’ Russel Ellicott – HPL accreditor / Headteacher Pate’s Grammar School. 

Caroline Chisholm School will continue to proceed on its ambitious path of improvement 

and use HPL to secure unparalleled learning outcomes for students. As an accredited HPL 

school, Caroline Chisholm School is now focused on systematising and optimising HPL 

throughout the school to gain deeper impact and to come closer to the goal of every single 

student being a high performer.  
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Reception have been busy using lots of the HPL ACPs and VAAs throughout their learning! 

The children in Foundation Stage have shown amazing perseverance and creativity in 

performing their Nativity to tell the Christmas story 'A Miracle in Town'.  They have been 

keen to ask questions to learn more about the story as well as having the confidence to 

perform to several audiences on stage.  Through lots of practice, the children learned 8 

songs as well as their lines.  We are so proud of them all! 
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1KO: 

The children played a tactical maths game where they had to play against a partner 

and the first person to 10 dots wins. This is supporting them with their number-bonds to 

10. They were using great meta-thinking skills and were asked questions such as "What 

would Mark the Meta-thinking monkey do?" The children were also channelling their inner 

'Neetah the realising cheetah' by recognising which numbers combine to make 10. The 

children were also being 'Zulu and Zua' the linking giraffes by remembering some of their 

number-bonds! 

 

1LL: 

In PSHE, the Year 1 children welcomed Jigsaw Jack into our class. They were asked to behave 

like ‘ mily the Empathetic S  erhero’. The children spoke in calm, reassuring voices to Jigsaw 

Jack and were able to identify that they were being kind and gentle, like Emily. The children 

made links with when they feel safe, what helps them to feel safe and the importance of 

being empathetic towards one another. The children then discussed what they thought their 

responsibilities and rights were in the classroom and together made a list to go in their 

books. The children then illustrated their rights and responsibilities in their books.  
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In Year 2, the children have been working like Zulu and Zua the Linking Giraffes. The children 

have been working like scientists and making generalisations. They made connections 

between they ways they keep themselves warm to help them to make predictions about 

which materials would act as the best insulators to keep an Antarctic explorer warm on an 

expedition. The children then conducted a fair test to see if their predictions and 

generalisations were correct, looking carefully and recording their results like scientists. The 

children were then able to draw conclusions and make generalisations about the most and 

least effective insulators.  
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Year 3 students were using their analysing skills to solve the problem of a coded 100 square. 

Linking and finding connections with their knowledge of a 100 square from Year 2 and their 

place value knowledge, could they work out where jigsaw pieces went to create a coded 100 

square? I had some great verbal reasoning. 

 

We also used our analysing skills when adding 3 numbers, 2 odd and 1 even. Some were 

creative in making/drawing the numbers to help them solve the problem and spot patterns. 

They all worked hard to solve the problems.    
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In science this term, Year 4 have been using their creative skills to understand how simple 

circ its wor . We ha e  sed o r intellect al  lay  lness to as    estions s ch as ‘what i    

connect this wire to this com onent?’ and to  ind ima inati e ways to create s eci ic circ its. 

When learning about breaks in a circuit and working out which wires on our Electric 

   aloos wor ed or didn’t wor , we  sed o r  le i le thin in  to ada t the method,  ased 

on information we had been given or had learned in previous lessons. 
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Year 5 children have been studying a story about a child refugee, who fled Iraq with his 

family.  As a class, we used the hot seating technique to help the children understand and 

empathise with the characters from the story. By varying the roles of the characters and 

using their questioning skills, children were able to relate to the journey the family made 

from one country to another. Furthermore, children made a link between the feelings of the 

refugee and the experiences of a child in our English work, who is also on a journey from one 

place to another.  
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For our theme of Journeys, we have looked at reasons for migration, particularly to Australia 

as we have a school link to the country as well as it being a good case study for this subject. 

We also focus on South Africa, our Writing test being set in the Apartheid period in 

Johannesburg.  

To start each focus, we used the flags of those countries as stimulus discussion. We linked 

the Australian flag back to British Colonialism and explored its other representations, then 

together discussed the purpose/origins of the Aboriginal flag. Who did it represent? Why 

would they prefer to use this flag? 

 or So th   rica, we a ain  sed the idea o  the Union Jac   ormin   art o  another co ntry’s 

flag. Why? We again linked back to our prior knowledge and were then able to link the flags 

of both countries together, where the new or alternate flags are used to be either more 

representative or representative of a certain identity.  

Linking back to our writing focus also helped contextualise the setting for the book and the 

pupils have largely better understood what life was like for both real people and the fictional 

characters that we are studying.  
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In Year 5 Science, students were looking 

at the characteristics of materials. They 

began by Linking to knowledge they had 

previously learnt in Year 4, then by asking 

their partner questions using their 

analysing skills, they were able to deepen 

their learning and find out about how 

materials were made. The class discussion 

moved towards protecting the planet and 

collectively how we could make changes 

to the design of objects and the types of 

materials which are used to support the 

world. Children recognised that by being 

HPL learners they are gaining skills for 

their future and that they will be part of 

the bigger picture in the future.  

 

 

 

Our focus in theme, was to 

independently research the reasons why 

people migrated to Australia. This lesson 

linked to the push and pull factors which 

we covered the following week. Children 

used their linking skills – Asking, “What 

if?” They made connections from one 

idea to another, which helped them 

understand the reasons why people 

migrate. Students also used their 

analysing skills by asking the correct 

questions to gain understanding.  
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Within their  n lish lessons, Year 6 are st dyin  the no el ‘Goodni ht  ister  om’.   n 

Chapter 6 they were introduced to a new character – Zach.  Pupils were asked to think 

critically and consider why the author had introduced this character and how he will 

in l ence the rest o  the story.   his was  oc sin  on intellect al  lay  lness  y as in  ‘what 

i ?’ and e ol tionary thin in   y thin in     new ideas  y   ildin  on e istin  ideas.  P  ils 

also had to analyse quotes from the text to explain what they tell the reader about the 

character of Zach.  This was building on the meta-reading skill of inference. 
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Students in year 6 com leted their wee ly  rithmetic  ractice.  here are lots o  HPL   P’s 

covered in this activity from precision, connection finding, speed and accuracy. As well as 

automaticity with recalling facts and self-regulation, knowing that making mistakes is a part 

of learning.  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Year 6 have been self-regulating by looking for errors in their writing.  They are learning how 

to independently edit their writing to look for spelling, punctuation, vocabulary and 

grammatical errors.  They used their blue pen to make any amendments and worked with 

talk partners to strategy plan and talk about the ways to make improvements.  
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Year 6 have been focusing on meta-cognition during their spelling lessons using an 

a  roach called ‘c ed’ s ellin .  P  ils need to de elo  a new way to hel  remem er tric y 

and challenging spellings.   

For example, by inventing a mnemonic – Big Elephants Can Always Understand Small 

Elephants (because). Or a saying – remem erin  the  irst ‘r’ in li rary is tric y so we will say 

this to hel   s remem er: ‘we always Read in the li rary’. 

This is also showing creativity as they are developing intellectual playfulness with words by 

thinking of imaginative ways to recall spellings.  It is also showing fluent thinking as they are 

thinking up different solutions and ideas when faced with the problem of learning tricky 

spellings. 
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Following the HPL framework, we use the Values, Attitudes and Attributes (VAAs) to reward 

our Secondary Phase students with Achievement points. VAAs help to promote and draw out 

empathetic, hard-working and agile characteristics in all our students. 

Detailed below are the achievement point totals for each house. 

 

 

  

 

 
2,931 10,080 4,862 

3,188 10,429 4,791 

3,044 10,437 4,639 

3,000 10,331 4,635 

The winners!!!                   
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For collaboration, perseverance & 

resilience when practising and 

performing in the Nativity show.  

Well done for being confident and 

focused! 

For working collaboratively to 

improve a piece of writing.   

Also, for working with precision and 

striving for accuracy. 

For super meta-cognition within maths!   

Well done for using your strategy planning to know the 

steps that you need to take to succeed in your learning! 
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Year 9 are currently studying a Justice unit and reading a novel called Ghost Boys – a story 

about a young, black, American boy called Jerome who is shot by a white police officer. It is 

story about injustice, prejudice and grief that reflects real issues in our society today. 

Whilst considering the story of Ghost Boys, Year 9 had to research the impacts of the Civil 

Rights Movement and consider how certain ethnic groups were mistreated by others in 

society.  

The images below show some st dents’ wor  and how they each  sed their creati ity to 

display their findings.
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Year 11 ha e  een st dyin  Sha es eare’s  omeo and J liet  or their G S   n lish 

Literature. Alongside reading the play, we have been looking at academic reading from The 

British Library to ensure they are persevering with ambitious content. The questions below 

explore the idea of Juliet as a defiant daughter who fails to follow her duty as an Elizabethan 

female. 

Year 8 were tasked with using all three strands of the Empathy VAA when completing a 

Speaking and Listening task for their Dystopia unit. Students were given the   estion: ‘is it 

ever ethically and morally just to experiment on humans and animals?’ St dents had to 

collaborate and devise an argumentative piece that they had to share with the class. Some 

students showcased great confidence and were able to justify their arguments with their 

supporting research.  
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 s Poole’s Year 13 group were learning about the reactions that organic compounds have, 

particularly focusing on how the reactions all link together. This has meant the class have 

been able to make useful and complicated compounds. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mr Hanna has been working on precisely using subject terminology and scientific 

conventions with his Year 7 group.  

It is extremely important that students are able to clearly and precisely display their findings. 
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Year 10 have been using their creativity skills to build a DNA model. They were able to 

develop their fluent thinking by creating compelling ideas which demonstrate originality. 

These DNA models show innovative and unique ideas.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This HPL example shows an activity where students were dealing with quite a difficult 

abstract concept. Mr Gardner had asked students to model the mechanism and then to 

explain it in a video - this focused on their speed and accuracy skills as they had to clearly 

explain their learning. Students had a range of materials that they could use for this 

including plasticine. Students showcased their linking skills by being able to move between a 

concrete outcome (in this case that neon gas lights up when you pass electricity through it) 

and the abstract (the complex modelling we use to explain this phenomenon).  
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Year 12 have been studying protein synthesis focusing on using their Realising skills and 

working on Automaticity to easily recall advanced facts, concepts, and ideas relevant to the 

stage of learning along with speed and accuracy to achieve good levels of accuracy in work. 

Protein synthesis is a complex topic which many students can struggle with, by allowing 

them to create revision resources to showcase their learning, it allows them to process the 

key facts at their own speed and find ways to create pathways in their working memory to 

easily recall the key concepts. 
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In a Year 10 lesson, Mr Robson’s class were making links with their previous learning and 

approaching challenging ideas as they were looking at aspects of the A level curriculum.  

Below shows a part of the lesson whereby the A level materials was shown. This is a great 

way to put learning into context and to try to encourage students to sit A level physics.  
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 iss  am io’s Year 12 class ha e  een loo in  at St art  ritain.  hey are c rrently  oc sin  

on the dynamic between King and parliament and how the decisions and relationships shape 

the monarchy and the successful running of the country. The below slides show a task 

whereby students were asked to recall previously learned content but were not allowed to 

use the obvious links to explain their knowledge. The class utilised their resilience skills and 

were able to quickly recall information but had to think outside of the box to effectively 

explain their answers. 
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 r O’ eilly’s G S  P  class ha e  een loo in  at m scle  i res and were then tas ed to  se 

their evolutionary and revolutionary thinking skills to display their learning. The class also 

had to take some risks through their research and confidently find evidence to help further 

their understanding.   
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 s   htar’s Year 7 Design and Technology Textiles class were creating patterns from cells 

and bacteria images. The students will then be using their creativity skills further to make 

these patterns into textile pieces. 

Below is an example from a Year 9 Textile lesson where students were using their creativity 

skills to brainstorm ideas about their Day of the Dead creations. Students also used their big 

picture thinking skills as they were considering who their target audience would be and how 

this would impact their intended product.  
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 s San y’s class were  oc sin  on  sin  their lin in  s ills,  artic larly wor in  with a ran e 

of complex ideas and problems to solve probability questions.  

 

 

 


